
Lapbooking Project:  Lapbooking Project:  Lapbooking Project:  Lapbooking Project:  
 

What is a lapbook anyway?What is a lapbook anyway?What is a lapbook anyway?What is a lapbook anyway?
A lapbook is a collection of mini-books from a particular study topic that has been gathered and displayed in a folder
 

The task:  The task:  The task:  The task:   
Your job is to choose two (2) societies to research and compare (see list below on the left).  They must be from different time periods and
different regions of the world (see me if you’re unsure).  As you conduct your research, be prepared to answer this question 
product: 

What does it take for a society to survive and thrive?

 

As you research your societies, look for interesting facts about both that are similar and different.  The above list on the 
right direction.   Focus on the information that allowed your societies to survive and prosper as a gro
start is:  http://mrdonn.org (look at the menu on the left side of the web page)
two societies, are you ready to start your lapbook. 
 
The lapbook itself will have three parts: left, centre and right.  Like a Venn diagram, your lapbook will highlight the similarities and 
the two societies you’ve chosen: differences on the left and right; similarities in the middle.  You’ll 
the information you’ve found.  They can pop up; be a series of folds; pocket
make mini-books will be available in class.  Each mini
(share what you've learned in your own words). 
 
In putting the finished product together, you will want to make your lapbook different from everyone else’s
should also add graphics that make it look amazing.  These can be hand
should be well-designed, readable, and full. 
 
Looking to go the extra mile?  Check out this website for

http://www.squidoo.com/lapbooking#module2304669

Medieval Societies (1000 - 1500 AD)

• Medieval Europe  

• Vikings, Celts, Mongols 

Ancient Civilizations (5000BC 

• Greeks, Romans, Byzantines (Europe)

• Aztec, Inca, Maya (South America)

• Persians, Babylonians,  Assyrians, Phoenicians, 

Sumerians (Middle East) 

• Chinese, Japanese, Indians, (Asia)

• Egyptians, Kush (Africa) 

Grade Fives Only 

• First Nations (North America) 

o Huron/Iroquois, Haida, Blackfoot, 

Cree, Inuit, Mic Mac, Ojibwa 

Lapbooking Project:  Lapbooking Project:  Lapbooking Project:  Lapbooking Project:  Early SocietiesEarly SocietiesEarly SocietiesEarly Societies

What is a lapbook anyway?What is a lapbook anyway?What is a lapbook anyway?What is a lapbook anyway?    
books from a particular study topic that has been gathered and displayed in a folder

(2) societies to research and compare (see list below on the left).  They must be from different time periods and
different regions of the world (see me if you’re unsure).  As you conduct your research, be prepared to answer this question 

What does it take for a society to survive and thrive? 

As you research your societies, look for interesting facts about both that are similar and different.  The above list on the 
right direction.   Focus on the information that allowed your societies to survive and prosper as a group of people.  

ook at the menu on the left side of the web page).  Only after you’ve collected a LARGE 

itself will have three parts: left, centre and right.  Like a Venn diagram, your lapbook will highlight the similarities and 
differences on the left and right; similarities in the middle.  You’ll then make a series of mini

the information you’ve found.  They can pop up; be a series of folds; pocket-style, etc.  Be creative with your designs!  Instructions on how to 
will be available in class.  Each mini-book should reveal interesting information about each society

ou will want to make your lapbook different from everyone else’s.  Variety
should also add graphics that make it look amazing.  These can be hand-drawn, computer printouts, magazine scraps, etc.  

Looking to go the extra mile?  Check out this website for an endless list of ideas and web links for making your lapbook phenomenal!
http://www.squidoo.com/lapbooking#module2304669 

1500 AD) 

Ancient Civilizations (5000BC - 400AD) 

(Europe) 

Aztec, Inca, Maya (South America) 

Persians, Babylonians,  Assyrians, Phoenicians, 

Chinese, Japanese, Indians, (Asia) 

Huron/Iroquois, Haida, Blackfoot,  

Cree, Inuit, Mic Mac, Ojibwa  

Aspects to Research 

• Significant people/leaders

• Wars & conflict  

• Technology 

• Architecture  

• Religion 

• Clothing 

• Foods & farming 

• Education & knowledge 

• Roles of men, women & children

• Transportation  

• Art, music, theatre, entertainment

• Geography (where they lived in the wor

• Understanding of time (seasons, calendars)

Early SocietiesEarly SocietiesEarly SocietiesEarly Societies    

books from a particular study topic that has been gathered and displayed in a folder-book that fits in your lap.    

(2) societies to research and compare (see list below on the left).  They must be from different time periods and/or 
different regions of the world (see me if you’re unsure).  As you conduct your research, be prepared to answer this question for the finished 

As you research your societies, look for interesting facts about both that are similar and different.  The above list on the right will point you in the 
up of people.  A good, kid-friendly place to 

LARGE variety of facts about your 

itself will have three parts: left, centre and right.  Like a Venn diagram, your lapbook will highlight the similarities and differences of 
series of mini-books that presents 

style, etc.  Be creative with your designs!  Instructions on how to 
society but please don't plagiarize 

ariety and creativity is key.    You 
drawn, computer printouts, magazine scraps, etc.  Your finished product 

an endless list of ideas and web links for making your lapbook phenomenal! 

Significant people/leaders 

oles of men, women & children 

, entertainment 

Geography (where they lived in the world) 

Understanding of time (seasons, calendars) 


